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WHAT’S DRIVING THE DESIRE FOR 

LUXURY CAR BRANDS?
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• Understand the functional and emotional 

dimensions that drive desire for luxury car 

brands

• Illustrate how to scale and automate qualitative 

data collection, analysis and reporting 400 

respondents participated in the study

- 2-year intender of a new vehicle 

- Minimum purchase price $40,000

- Had to be aware of BMW, Mercedes, Tesla and 

Volvo

Objective and Study Sample
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Take the labor out of qualitative

Scale the reach of your research

Quantify and validate your insights



How a Meta4 Insight Exercise Works 
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The respondent reads a question and chooses an image 

in response. Multiple images are shown at a time, and 

the respondent can scroll down for more images.

Image Selection

Once an image has been selected the respondent is 

asked to describe the image and explain how it captures 

the question that is asked.

Describe and Interpret the Image
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Platform Agnostic Respondent Interface
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Emotions

The feeling or emotional state 
elicited in the consumer when using 
or engaging with the brand in some 
way.

“It is exciting and fun to drive a BMW. 

That would be really full of fun, a car 

that always could give you excitement.”

Personality Traits
A description of the brand or brand 
attributes through the characteristics 
of something else.

“BMW is an aggressive and sporty 

brand but elegant at the same time. A 

tiger would drive a BMW if it was 

allowed to drive a car.”

Associations

A description of the brand or brand 
attributes in a way that leads to top-
of-mind connections for the 
consumer.

“This image represents a spirit of 

adventure and freedom associated with 

BMW. The fresh air and outdoor theme 

also supports BMW.” 

Attributes
The description of a functional 
characteristics, feature, or benefit of 
the brand.

“BMW is good for driving experience. 

Enjoy the great driving experience with 

high performance accelerating feature 

makes driving BMW like be in speeding 

high speed train.”

Meta4 Insight Yields Various Levels of Insights for Brand Development
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Salient Themes Across the Four Brands
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Gavagai's Semantic Base Technology: Learning From Usage to Build a 
Lexicon

the weather is great in barcelona

the weather is gray in stockholm

the climate is sunny in nice

the weather is chilly in helsinki

the weather is cold in moscow

the weather is nice in hong kong

the weather in barcelona is pleasant

...

the climate is passable in nice

the weather is nippy in moscow

the weather in barcelona is balmy

...

the climate is chilly at the office
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Gavagai Living Lexicon: http://lexicon.gavagai.se
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• Identifies salient multiword expressions

• Understands and suggests synonyms and 

related terms

• Automatically learns any language

• Provides faster and more consistent results

Advantages of Gavagai Text Analysis
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